On The Day
The arrival time should be 15 minutes before the party time, this will
allow time for children to go to the toilet and adults to pay for the party
before the fun begins.
Parties should meet at the ticket desk at the arrival time.
We prefer a minimum of 1 adult for every 5 children to accompany the
children round the attraction. We do provide a dedicated guide for the
party but they should not be left on a one to one basis with any child at
any time. If a child requires individual attention then a parent or helper
from your group is required to assist.

Birthday
Party
Guide

We have car parking facilities under the building for which a charge
does apply. Parents who are dropping off and picking up can come into
the turning circle at the front of the building.

Booking Information
Parties must be booked a minimum of 11 days in advance and when
booking your birthday party we require the following information:
 Name, address and phone number of parent or
 Name and age of birthday child.
 Date, and time you would like your party.
 Number of children and number of adults being
 Style of party required.
 Would you like us to provide goodie bags?

guardian.
invited to the party.

No deposit is required. We ask you to pay on the day for the number of
children that attend.

For any queries, please call Chris Hunter on 0131 523 1273
(Monday - Friday) or 0131 550 7800 at weekends, or email
chris.hunter@dynamicearth.co.uk.

www.dynamicearth.co.uk

Birthday Party Package

Costs and Times

Dynamic Earth is the ideal venue for a Birthday Party. We
have 3 options to suit children aged from 4 to 12. We
request that the party consists of a minimum of 8 children
and a maximum of 20 children.

 Adventurer

Parties Available


The Adventurer Birthday Party involves a tour round
Dynamic Earth, time in the Ocean Commotion play area
and a birthday meal. This party is for children of ALL ages
(4 to 9 years)



The Storytelling Birthday Party involves a mini tour
round Dynamic Earth, an interactive storytelling session
(choose between Tropical or Dinosaurs as your theme),
time in the Ocean Commotions play area and a birthday
meal. This party is for children aged 4 and 5 years.



The Craft Activity Party consists of a tour round Dynamic
Earth, a craft activity and a birthday meal. Crafts on offer
are Solar Bracelets or Air Clay Models (choose from
Aliens or Dinosaurs for your models). Both are taken
home at the end of the party. This party is for children
aged 8 to 12 years.

Goody Bag
Goody bag items can be bought from the
Natural Selection Gift Shop.

and Storytelling birthday parties cost £10.00

per child.
 Craft birthday party costs £12.50 per child.
 Adults are admitted free of charge at a ratio of 1:5. We do
ask that you assist our guide by providing 1 adult for every
5 children in the party.
 Additional Adults are charged £7.50.
 Birthday Parties for Dino Dynamos members are charged
at a discounted price of £9.00 for Adventurer and
Storytelling and £11.50 for Craft.
 Birthday parties can be booked at 9.30am 12.15pm, and
15.00.
 Parties last for approximately 2 hours 15 minutes.

Birthday Meal
Our Vasco birthday meal box contains, a finger roll (filled
with either cheese or ham), a carton of juice, a piece of fruit,
a packet of crisps, and a sweet treat. The birthday meal is
included in the price. We do not provide the adults with a
meal however you can purchase one from our Food Chain
Café. Please note, we do not provide a birthday cake, but
you are more than welcome to bring your own. Please let us
know in advance if any of the children have special dietary
requirements so that we can make provisions for them.

